Smart Cybersecurity for Airports

Today's diverse, complex airport subsystems are vulnerable to escalating cyber threats. With services already impacted by global shocks, airports can't afford further disruption to passenger and cargo service.

To protect your airport from cyber threats, risks, and anomalies, and meet cybersecurity standards, you need complete visibility of all your systems.

Nozomi Networks brings you unparalleled OT and IoT expertise and is the only solution that provides:

**Risk Reduction**
Get continuously updated and prioritized risk information + compliance with regulations and security best practices.

**Visibility**
Get accurate asset and network information for all monitored systems + network visualization for instant awareness – all in one solution.

**Convergence**
Get comprehensive and efficient security management through integration of operational data into SIEM, SOC and other systems.

Benefits for Airports:
- Improved visibility into OT/IoT systems and their cybersecurity gaps.
- Security for extremely diverse and complex operational environments.
- Consolidated monitoring of airport operational networks into one solution.
- Easy integration with SIEM, SOC and other systems.

With the unique combination of Guardian™ site-based sensors, Central Management Console™ (CMC) on-premises or Vantage™ SaaS scalable solution, you can:

**Guardian**
- See all your OT, IoT and IT assets and systems in one place
- Save time and money by automating data collection
- Detect threats and reduce response time

**CMC**
- Consolidate all airport assets and networks in a single view
- Multiply the benefits of individual sensors
- Integrate with SIEMs and other IT/OT infrastructure

**Vantage**
- View airport subsystems anywhere, anytime in a single pane of glass
- Scaled security monitoring and visibility
- Accelerate remediation with custom playbooks

Nozomi Networks is the leading provider of OT, IoT and IT visibility and security solutions for airports.

nozominetworks.com